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March 8, 59 a.H.

FEMININITY DAY

Women’s day is not enough, let’s celebrate femininity as the only value for a
peaceful future.

The women's movement represents a
mile stone in women's history where
commanding women leaders fought
hard battles to better women's
conditions paying the price of their
precious femininity as they had to act
like men to be heard in a world ruled
by men. Today, our world ruled by
masculinity is on the verge of
destroying itself and women acting
masculine to reach their purpose will
only make matters worse.

Women now have a fundamental duty
to society, the one of fully expressing their femininity, as it is the only antidote to
aggression and violence. Women must continue to inspire themselves from the leadership
skills of men to spread Femininity to all fibers of society from schools, to businesses, to
governments so this delicate, refined expression of intelligence becomes the most
honored, revered, praised and taught of all human qualities among the peoples of
Earth and especially among men whose natural inherent femininity has been severely
impaired by society.
This is what raelians have celebrated all over the world, performing naked choreography
in the streets of major cities like San Francisco and Miami in the US over the week end
and more today, on women’s day, around the world.
In San Francisco, the performance took place in the gay community of Castro and 10th,
one of the few places in the USA where nudity is no longer considered to be an offensive
sight. In Miami, a large crowd on Lincoln Road followed the colorful performance, some of
them begging to be part of it and holding our posters…( see more in the life of the
movement section)
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“To be naked in the streets of San Francisco was my way to express how fragile and
precious life can be and to alert people on the importance of protecting all human beings
on earth” said Nadine the leader of the raelian angel order in the US, an order that
gathers all the women who are committed to develop their femininity.
She added “If every human being on earth had for only concern how he or she can bring
more beauty and refinement to his or her environment, there wouldn’t be any bomb
exploding anywhere anymore for sure.”

Here is an excerpt of teachings of the Prophet Rael about femininity:
Little boys are very sensitive, they can have strong emotions and cry looking at a beautiful
thing but they are told that a boy cannot cry. So, they try to conform to standard models
that are completely wrong. A boy must be like this and a girl must be like that. In reality,
a human being is male and female at the same time. We have both characteristics, but
among them, the feminine ones are the most important as men are more handicapped in
their education than women. Women are naturally enclined to be feminine, delicate,
refined, respectful of life and have a higher sensitivity.
Our creators, the Elohim, are extremely fminine, delicate, respectful, they laugh all the
time, they are, they move in a very feminine way. They are refinement. They are beauty,
and this is what is important. They are also extremely powerful as femininity doesn’t
prevent action.
To be feminine in one’s actions, movements and thoughts is quite compatible with being
virile as to be virile doesn’t mean being violent. Our society has associated virility and
violence. To be virile is not to be violent, it is to be a man feeling in harmony with his
hormones and his masculinity. The more a human being refines his gesture, the more he
refines his words and his thoughts. One cannot have a refined, subtle and sharp thought if
one has a brutal attitude. Both are linked. To refine one’s thought automatically refines
one’s way to move and to refine one’s way to move automatically refines one’s way to
think. Our spirit and our body are one.
In our society, people are afraid not to conform. A refined young boy may be called a girl
by his schoolmates and will try to conform and be less feminine. In doing so, he will loose
the refinement he had in his thoughts.
If one wants to raise his level of consciousness, to have a sharper consciousnes of what is
around, the details of life, to feel the infinite better and to express the infinite better, one
must refine oneself. It doesn’t mean becoming a homosexual for men as this has nothing
to do with sexuality. One can be heterosexual and extremely refined and on the opposite ,
be homosexual and show macho and unrefined attitudes. We must leave our paradigms
about femininity and masculinity.
If you want to refine your voice, your delicate gesture, learn to danse on earth as we are
all dansers….

A B O U T O U R M EM B E R S

Leon Mellul whom has been recently nominated as the new responsible for legal matters is
also now in charge of the marketing aspect of our main website rael.org. Marcus remains
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in charge of the beauty of the design in line with the
marketing and Benoit with his server team makes it
run despite the naughty attacksJ What a team!!!
Best success to the three of you in this special
endeavor!

NEWS AND VIEWS

(Also seen everyday on http://www.raelianews.org )

Meditation Reduces Heart Disease Risk
A new study on the effect of meditation on blood pressure has been presented during the
63rd Annual Scientific Conference of the American Psychosomatic Society held on March
2-5 in Vancouver. The author, Dr. Barnes, and his colleagues from the Medical College of
Georgia's Georgia Prevention Institute focused on 111 adolescents, 57 who meditated and
54 controls. They found among the meditators an increased ability of the blood vessel
lining to relax, after 8 months practice. After 4 months practice no significant difference
could be noticed between the meditators and the controls showing the necessity to
practice meditation for a while before getting noticeable results.
This is exactly what the Prophet Rael has been teaching for the past 30 years. In
December 1973, he was given by our Creators, the tools to live better on this planet, on
an individual basis and on a collective one. Patiently He has been explaining these tools to
those coming to His yearly teachings on each continent and the raelians can testify how
significant the practice of meditation has been on their life balance. Today scientific
publications are providing evidence of every one of his announcements. The next
seminars given by the Prophet Rael will be in Las Vegas from May 14 th to May 22nd. If you
want to listen to the source, it is easy….register online at www.rael.org.

Remains of our Creators in Indonesia ?
The Hobbit's brain has some surprisingly advanced features
The famous skeleton unearthed in Indonesia last year that was nicknamed the "Hobbit" is
at the center of a controversy. Some scientists think the tiny female belong to a modern
human pygmy with a brain disease. However a detailed examination of the creature’s
braincase, published in Science magazine, supports the idea it is a new, dwarf species of
human. The authors say that it has some very advanced features that harken towards
modern humans. Those features are at the frontal lobe, the temporal lobes at the sides
and at the back of the brain. This description of a small human being with advanced brain
features living 10000 years ago on this planet also fits the description of our Creators.
Here is what the Prophet Rael mentioned about this news piece: Homo floresiensis...what
a cute name for what can be the remains of one of the Elohim... maybe one of those who
were condemned to live in exile on earth?
For more info on this part of our history, confirmed by scientific evidences every day, you
may read the book, downloadable for free on our sites.
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Panic among evolutionists

They have no way to explain how a complex pseudo mutation has happened twice
Modern mammals are unique among vertebrates for possessing three tiny
bones in the middle ear that work as part of a chain that transmits sound towards the
skull. Evolutionists believe this special arrangement happened in an ancestor that gave
rise to placental animals including humans, marsupials and monotremes such as the
platypus.
However a fossil discovered recently in Australia that belongs to an ancestor of the
platypus shows a different bone arrangement. This means that the same complex
mutation has happened twice along the mammal lines!!!
It is already quite difficult to explain how a “one bone” structure can evolve into a “three
bone” one once, but now the evolutionists have the hardest task to explain how it evolves
twice.
The full story is published this week on the magazine Science.
Palaeontologist Thomas Martin of the Senckenberg Research Institute in Frankfurt,
Germany declared to the BBC: "I was quite shocked when I heard that such a complex
morphological transformation happened twice."
Raelian scientists are not shocked when they read such a news piece as their list is long of
the facts that cannot be explained by the evolution theory.
The scientific creationism theory is the only one that can explain the diversity and
complexity of lives on earth and this is why so many scientists are joining the raelian
movement now.

A highly recommanded movie.... Our beloved Prophet said it is a seminar in images....

Don’t miss : What the Bleep Do We Know!?
Here is a review to give you more
Documentary, Drama and Animation. 1 hr. 51 mins. WHAT THE #$*! DO WE KNOW!? is
part documentary, part story, and part elaborate visual effects and animations. The
protagonist, Amanda, played by Marlee Matlin, finds herself in an Alice in Wonderland
experience when her daily, uninspired lift literally begins to unravel, revealing the
uncertain world of the quantum field hidden behind what we consider to be our normal,
waking reality. The fourteen top scientists and mystics interviewed in documentary style
serve as a modern day Greek Chorus. The chorus members act as hosts who live outside
of the story, and from this Olympian view, comment on the actions of the characters
below. They are also there to introduce the Great Questions framed by both science and
religion, which divides the film into a series of acts. Through the course of the film, the
distinction between science and religion becomes increasingly blurred, since we realize
that, in essence, both science and religion describe the same phenomena. Not Rated.
Official Movie Site: http://www.whatthebleep.com

Let’s all support Bobby Fisher

Our Beloved Prophet asks us all to send our support to Bobby Fisher who is in jail for
having play the famous check championship in Yugoslavia at a time when an embargo on
Yugoslavia was enforced by the US. Here is the link where you can send your support :
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LIFE OF THE
MOVEMENT
About Swiss
discriminations
Une petite bière qui fait
son chemin
Par Allan Tschopp

In the 70’s, I was traveling the
world, looking for a country where life is good I finally went back to my nest, telling myself: “OK,
paradise doesn't exist on Earth, so I'll spend my life making the world into my dream, which is
about what we are doing together.” I chose to stay on my ancestor’s land. I knew the place well, and
the fact of it being in the heart of Catholic obscurantism was delightful to me.
There have been all kinds of fights, but this one, the one where on a shiny day in Fall, a restaurant
owner refused to serve a beer to my national guide Philippe Chabloz, only because he was wearing
his symbol, drove me crazy. We decided to get this dude, quite sure that he’d recieve a life
lesson.
But, when the decision from the highest court of the country fell, declaring him right, I thought that
the country where I was a citizen wasn’t worth more than the ancient south of Africa republic that
still applies the laws of Aparteid. And once more, our Beloved Prophet who always sees further,
and never lets anything pass, asked us to do an worldwide action to tell the truth and change those
awful laws that allow any commerce owner to write on their shop “Forbidden To Jews” “Forbidden
To Blacks” “Forbidden To Cults.” The Federal Court lost it!!
The judges must have thought: They are giving us a hell of a time for a little beer! Yes, but the little
beer hides a system of justice containing obsolete laws which leads to the suffering of a lot of
people.
This is why on this Thursday, the 3rd
of March, we woke up very early and
met in front of the federal
government palace in Berne, the
Capital of Switzerland. We were told
that the deputies and members of
government arrive between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. We totaled about 20
with posters and flyers that we gave
to the parliament. Lili Peace saw
Micheline Calmy-Rey, dressed in
red, one of the 7 members of the
Federal
Council,
the
higher
governing body of the country, and gave her a flyer. Jean Marc Chevalley recognized Fernand
Chuch, a parliament member who is very influencial, surprised by our action. It was fun to see men
and women of influence enter the palace with our flyers.
2 p.m. This time we are in front of the important palace of the Federal Court of Lausanne. The place
is rather quiet and it is quite warm. We felt like it was a cemetery with men and women passing
dressed as coffin bearers. I think that it must be a sad job to deal with gloomy affairs all day long. I
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cannot not send them loving thoughts. The beer case had come to them like a ray of light, shaking
them and showing them that something is not working in the country. Here as well, our message
came in by the great doors. And what a pleasure, the same day all around the Raelian planet, we
knock at the Swiss Embassy doors. We knew that we were well supported in our action. Thank you
my brothers and sisters. Life is beautiful.

The Swiss teams were not alone…. Here are a few reports we received this week…
In Korea, by Blue
We had a demonstration in front of Swiss embassy with
picket and gave the ambassador our letter to protest
against brutal actions and laws by Swizerland. Although the
ambassdor was absent because of his official tour to other
country, but our requests and protests were delivered to a
representative of the embassy. Many policemen were
mobilized, but not able to do anything. Because our
actions were absolutely peaceful and lawful.
We also demonstrated in the streets nearby the embassy as there were many people,
offices, and media in the vicinity as it is the center of the city.
We held pickets and spreaded many flyers about our requests.
So many people had a deep interests for our actions.

In Italy
We were in Milan (General Consulate), in Rome
(Embassy), in Napoli (General Consulate). We
were received with a lot of kindness and could
give the letters directly to the ambassador and to
the counsuls.
Kisses from Marco

In India, by Yaho, national guide

I was arrested by the Police because we had a
demonstration in front of Swiss consulate, and it wasn't approved before.
The original plan was only to give the consul a letter to protest against Swizerland,
and then have a march in nearby street. Because it's no problem to have demonstration
in the street.
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But so many people suddenly crowded around us and requested our flyers as we were in
front of the door of the
consulate for a while.
After about an hour, I felt
the atmosphere became
uncommon, thus tried to
move to another place,
quickly but it was too late,
Indian policemen were
surrounding us. They took
us to the largest police
station near Colaba, the
richest town in Mumbai of
India. I had to repeat
writing same reports 7
times. And also they asked
me same questions more
than 5 times.
The vice-chief of the police
station then started to have some interests for our messages and wanted to read our
books after he got same answers from me by 5 times. Then he agreed our movement was
right, and also felt a little anger against racial discriminations in Swizerland.
At first, I thought I would have to pay a fine, but then I was very happy to explain our
messages to him.
Finally, we got free after giving them our book, The message given by Extraterretrials. J
But illegal actions are just illegal ones so from now on, I'll organize demonstrations as
shouting, dancing, and fasting at places where they are approved, legally.
I smiled for a long time when I was interrogated. And a smile made another smile, and
then all people become smiling, together.

....The little beer has made a long trip indeed J... better than the butterfly effect;-)

Celebrating Femininity Day in San Francisco
By Felix Clairvoyant

The famed gay community of Castro in beautiful downtown San Francisco was the site of
the Raelian Movement’s first Femininity day. Our nude street performance, orchestrated
by our beautiful sisters, Nadine and Florence, was a huge success due to the brilliant
teamwork of numerous Raelians both locally and from Las Vegas, as well as from around
the country with advance press releases and calendar event posting.
The crowd began assembling as we transformed an ordinary truck into our stage, giving
us an opportunity to show them what Raelians do best… have fun. Throughout our setup,
virtually every member of our team was approached by people for comments, pictures,
and diffusion. Our audience was extremely respectful and enthusiastic.
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Our beautiful troupe, Florence, Crystal, Galiana, Celene, Michael, Thomas, and Felix
graced our stage draped in soft pink robes and dazzling butterfly wings, an exquisite
display of femininity, removing only the robes while Florence delivered an eloquent poem
on femininity. This image of men and women in their nakedness and femininity was very
well received by everyone in attendance and the simple but poignant presentation ended
with our brothers and sisters holding hands, a symbolic gesture of solidarity. Nadine and
Thomas were also dazzling in their articulate views on the role femininity will play in
society, from a female and a male perspective, respectfully.
Following the presentation, all of our team members continued to walk among the crowd,
diffusing, passing out fliers, while Felix, Nadine, and Florence conducted interviews. One
of the journalists was with the largest newspaper in San Francisco. Afterwards, our entire
entourage convened for dinner at a restaurant where we were joined by several
newcomers (including the famous naked yoga guy who had a lot of media attention a few
months ago and who came to offer his support). All wanted to learn more or just have fun
as we relaxed in jubilation of the moment, love and pleasure of each other’s company. A
beautiful day in every sense, dedicated with passion and love to our Creators.
Having our monthly gathering the following day provided us with a wonderful opportunity
to invite anyone with interest to join us. There were 20 people at the gathering with 6
newcomers. What an extraordinary weekend that will undoubtedly be remembered by
many.
If you would like to see more beautiful pictures, please go to this link:
http://pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/douchaton/album?.dir=/c6e7&.src=ph&.tok=phxb4oCBD2
AR_G_u

RAELIAN FEMININITY DAY IN FLORIDA: EXTRAORDINAIRY SUCCESS ! by Andre Pinsonneault
Sunday March 6th in
Miami, Florida raelians
celebrated the Femininity
Day with such sensuality
and such success that
even people who were
not even raelians (they
probably will find out
soon) watching us in
preparation of the march
begged to join us and
hold one of our 10
posters.
We had so many news
media and interviews
thanks to the wonderful work of the Public relations that I lost the count, so many camera
men and photographers followed us from the beginning to the end continuing to interview
us even after the march was over.
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The Angels lead by Lisa Lumiere were so sensual, everyone stopped what they were
doing, It was for some the famous “Stop” that Rael does to us during the Open Mind
Seminars. Some women even asked their husband to get closer and take pictures with one
of the Angel; the atmosphere was at the very top of sensuality. People showed from the
back of the stores and café terrasse begging for flyers. 1,500 flyers were distributed this
way in less than 2 hours. Sophia gave such a magnificent show, which was filmed and
photographed by us and all the media. She danced on the popular song of Shania Twain,
“I feel like a woman”, the whole crowd approached with their cameras and camera
phones. The raelians transformed Lincoln road completely with a budget of less than
$75.00, and the fantastic collaboration of 12 people. At the beginning when the group
was dressing up or should I say down and preparing for the march the policemen came
and checked with their superior about what was going on. There were so many people
attracted by us that they had to ask for more effectives to control the traffic on the main
street where we were. The policemen were so kind with us that they escorted us from the
beginning to the end protecting us and opening the way through the crowd on Lincoln
road. They were answering to all our requests, they were so proud to finally do something
sensual and peaceful contrary to their regular activities. Many pictures will be on our
Florida Event page at http://www.usa.rael.org/events/Florida/index.html

The Struggle of Black People in the 21st Century
By Hortense Dodo

I want to give you some feedback on the panel discussion
I participated in last Monday on" the struggle of Black
people in the 21 century". Overall the meeting was good.
Damien and Koffi were also present, about 50 -75 people
attended. Mostly students, some professors and some few
activists from the community. The panel was made of 6
University
professors
from
different
professional
background and religious aspirations. Each panelist was
asked to make a few minutes of introductory remarks and
the rest was a dialogue with the audience. What was
positive was to initiate dialogue on this issue of paramount
importance not only for people of African descent but for
the whole of humanity.
Please find below a short summary of my presentation
fully inspired by the vision of our Beloved Prophet for the
development of the African Continent.
<<During the period of slavery, the direction of black people's struggle was physical
freedom, during colonization, it was independence, during the civil right era, it was
equality and justice, now, in the 21st century, it should be the strengthening or
enhancement of the relation, link, partnership between Africans on the continent and
Africans in the Diaspora including African Americans, Caribbean's,etc to together develop
the African continent...Why is this important? Because Africa is the future of humanity
and the development of the African continent is the responsibility of not only Africans but
also those in the Diaspora. This can be achieved as follows:
(1) Cultural and religious decolonization
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The value system of most Africans is an imported one which was forced upon the
population during the colonial era through violence and torture.... Africans, should reject
western-imposed christian religions and all other foreign religions (Islam etc) and return
to their African traditional spiritual beliefs systems which were very beautiful such as the
Dogons of Mali in West Africa and the Kibamguists of East Africa. African should embrace
their traditional language, names, clothing styles, and value systems. Mao Tse Tung,
former Chinese emperor, once said that a revolution must first be cultural.
(2) Social-political decolonization
Return to the socio-political organization of the African continent as it was before the
colonial period. This means a return to a type of organization headed by kings, chiefs,
divided along ethnic lines. (Example of the Akans in west Africa and the Tutsi in East
Africa). Together, these confederations of independent ethnic states should establish the
United States of Africa and use a unique currency the AFRO.

(3) Economic decolonization
•

•
•

•

Africa should embrace the latest science and technology of the future including:
Biotechnology, nanotechnology, internet technology. etc... they should inspire
themselves of the example of Japan who within a generation was able to go from a
poor low technology country to the leader in producing high tech equipment and
one of the most powerful country.
Newly created ethnic states should trade among themselves and have open
frontiers etc...
Africans build Europe and the US and the use of their free labor is the reason for
the economic advances of these countries. Europe and the US owe an enormous
debt to blacks... Therefore, Africans on the continent and in the Diaspora should
demand to be paid retribution and continue putting pressures on institutions such
as JP Morgan Bank which have benefited from slavery to pay retribution to the
descendents of slaves in America and in Africa. Germany is still paying retribution
to Jews' descendents, and why shouldn't Africans?
Direct involvement of the African American Diaspora which constitute the 6th
regions of Africa. Their technological and financial impact will have an enormous
positive impact.

(4) inclusion of feminine leadership in the reconstruction of the African
continent
Africa is the most at war continents, from East to West and North to South. Femininity
values and the infusion of women in the leadership and decision making arenas will
decrease the level of violence , aggression and increase the potential for peace on the
continent>>.
Overall the discussion was interesting, However, I would have like the level to be more
encompassing and more visionary, unfortunately, a lot of the discussions were the good
old clichés and it seems that most of my presentation went above their head.
As Ricky said after reading your report dear Hortense, they may not have understood, but you
certainly forced them to look up.... Congratulations dear sisterJ
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Menwhile in Burkina Faso….

Fespaco in Burkina Faso
At the occasion of the fespaco, a very
popular film festival in Ougadougou, the
burkinabe Raelians had a blast by giving
the words of the prophet for Africa and
Uriel’s
book,
White
Poison to a few celebrities who were there
for the occasion.
Xciel (David Fofana) tells us:
Jean
Marie
TENO,
Cameron
cinematographer,
who’s
last
movie,
“Colonial Misunderstanding” just came out
during the fespaco festival wants to meet
Uriel, since Uriel’s book is in tune with his movie...
Amobé MEVEGUE, a Cameron journalist for Radio RFI and TV5 in France, presents shows
that are well folllowed by the African diaspora. He wishes to have Uriel on his show...
SINDA Thierry, journalist of the feminine magazine, “AMINA” in France, spontaneously
bought White Poison planning to share it with her friends.
Benson DIAKITE, Guinean journalist at RFI, asked for the book and read the title. He then
said that he listened to Uriel live on Radio Africa n1 and that he wanted to invite him on
his show. Sembene Ousmane, Senegal cinematographer (the oldest of the African
Cinematographers) asked to get in touch with Uriel... Uriel will soon not know where to
turn ;-)
For information, he will be in the Congo, in the company of Jerome and Banemanie, for
the celebration of the first Sunday of April...

In Japan.... unexpected
A new biology book has been released that can
be selected by teachers for 1st grade high
school students in Japan. It is made of
newspaper articles from the Asahi Shinbun, the
2nd largest newspaper in Japan. The subject of
cloning is treated with an article about Clonaid
that gives our vision on th subject !!!
Junzo, continental guide of Asia declared : At
any event, this is the first time Clonaid was
mentioned in such a textbook. We look forward
to Maitreya Rael to appear in such textbooks.”
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